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SUMMARY
A wealth of specialized cell populations within the skin facilitates its hair-producing, protective, sensory, and
thermoregulatory functions. How the vast cell-type diversity and tissue architecture develops is largely un-
explored. Here, with single-cell transcriptomics, spatial cell-type assignment, and cell-lineage tracing, we
deconstruct early embryonic mouse skin during the key transitions from seemingly uniform developmental
precursor states to a multilayered, multilineage epithelium, and complex dermal identity. We identify the
spatiotemporal emergence of hair-follicle-inducing, muscle-supportive, and fascia-forming fibroblasts. We
also demonstrate the formation of the panniculus carnosus muscle (PCM), sprouting blood vessels without
pericyte coverage, and the earliest residence of mast and dendritic immune cells in skin. Finally, we identify
an unexpected epithelial heterogeneity within the early single-layered epidermis and a signaling-rich peri-
derm layer. Overall, this cellular and molecular blueprint of early skin development—which can be explored
at https://kasperlab.org/tools—establishes histological landmarks and highlights unprecedented dynamic
interactions among skin cells.
INTRODUCTION

Duringskindevelopment, oneof themost remarkablechangesoc-

curs when the epidermis transforms from a single-layered epithe-

lium to a multilayered and appendage-producing epithelium.

Mouse epidermis develops from the surface ectoderm at embry-

onic day (E) 9.5, starting as a single layer of basal keratinocytes,

which is subsequently covered by a transient protective layer of

squamous cells called ‘‘periderm’’. Within the following days until

birth at approximately E19.5, a fully stratified epidermis is formed,

whichactsasa reliablebarrier keepingpathogensoutsideandwa-

ter inside.1 During these 10 days, also the epidermal appendages
2140 Developmental Cell 58, 2140–2162, October 23, 2023 ª 2023 T
This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creative
form. In dorsal skin, hair follicles develop in three waves, with the

first epithelial thickenings—so-called hair placodes—being

morphologically visible at E14.5. Hair placodes maintain a tight

dialogue with the underlying dermal condensate (DC), a mesen-

chymal signaling center that stays in close contact with the hair

follicle throughout its lifetime.2–5 The vast majority of studies on

embryonic skin to date have focused on the skin’s epidermis.6–8

Nevertheless, important aspects of epidermal development

remain unresolved, such as the maturation of the periderm and

its signaling potential, basal cell heterogeneity prior to placode for-

mation, and the involvement ofmatureplacodecells in shaping the

skin’s dermal architecture.
he Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc.
commons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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Figure 1. Anatomy of embryonic skin from E12.5, E13.5, and E14.5

(A) UMAP visualization of all cells from the different embryonic ages (n = 11,280 cells at E12.5, 9,964 at E13.5, and 10,950 at E14.5).

(B) UMAP visualization of first-level clustering of all cells (n = 32,194 cells). BEC, blood vascular endothelial cells; LEC, lymphatic endothelial cells; Mel, mela-

nocytes; Schw, Schwann cells; Mac, macrophages; Dend, dendritic cells; Mast, mast cells.

(C) Marker gene expression dot plot for main cell classes.

(D–L) mRNA (italics) and protein (capital letters) staining revealing the major anatomical landmarks of dorsal embryonic skin (sagittal sections). Microscope

images originate from larger tile scans (n = 3 mice). Scale bars: 500 mm in (D)–(F) and 100 mm in (G)–(L). * erythrocyte autofluoresence.

(D–F) Muscle layers (ACTC1) with zoom-ins to visualize anatomical layers using membranous counterstain with WGA. M marks developing muscle layers. IFE,

interfollicular epidermis.

(legend continued on next page)
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In the dermis, fibroblasts are themost abundant cell type, yet lit-

tle is known about their heterogeneity and contributions to early

skin development. The few studies that focused on the developing

dermis were mostly centered around the molecular and cellular

establishment of hair follicles,9–12 leaving a major gap in knowl-

edge about the non-hair-follicle-related mesenchymal cell types

during early skin development. It has been proposed that dermal

fibroblasts derive from a single fibroblast lineage that diverges at

E16.5 forming the upper (papillary) dermis, including the hair-folli-

cle-associated dermal papillae, dermal sheath and arrector pili

muscles, and the lower (reticular) dermis and adipocytes of the hy-

podermis.13 Although the existence of fibroblast heterogeneity

and potential fate specification prior to the lineage divergence at

E16.5 has beenproposed,14major questions remain. Howhetero-

geneous are fibroblasts during early skin development? When

does fibroblast heterogeneity emerge? By which means do early

fibroblasts support tissue specification and maturation?

A major challenge to answer any of these questions is the

complete lack of histological or molecular tissue landmarks in

early developing skin. In adult mouse skin, the only certain

landmark to date that defines ‘‘skin-associated’’ cells is the pan-

niculus carnosus muscle (PCM). Only the cells above the PCM

(epidermis/dermis), the PCM itself, and a thin layer of connective

tissue cells (called fascia) just below the PCM are considered

skin-associated. When the PCM is formed has not been re-

ported. At E12.5, the future skin dermis and fascia, as well as

non-skin-associated cells, are part of a seemingly homogeneous

tissue space spanning from the vertebrae to the epidermis. Simi-

larly, at E13.5 and E14.5, little is known about dermal tissue ar-

chitecture and cell-type diversity, placing more questions.

When does the PCM form? What is the spatiotemporal diversity

of all other cell types, such as neural crest (NC)-derived, vessel-

associated, or immune cells, during early skin development?

Here, through comprehensive computational analysis of all

cell types sampled at E12.5, E13.5, and E14.5, combined with

cell-type localization in situ and in vivo cell-fate mapping, we

(1) determined fibroblast heterogeneity and onset of lineage

commitment, (2) showed when the PCM forms, (3) resolved the

periderm-transcriptome and epidermal cell heterogeneity prior

to placode formation, (4) characterized all other major cell types,

(5) portrayed the comprehensive interplay between skin cell

types, and (6) provided histological landmarks that are essential

to place cells in their spatial tissue context.

RESULTS

Single-cell-profiling-assisted generation of histological
landmarks in E12.5, E13.5, and E14.5 skin
Tounveil the cellular diversity anddecisive signaling events driving

early skin maturation, we profiled E12.5, E13.5, and E14.5 mouse

back skin. We isolated full-thickness dorsal skin and generated

single-cell transcriptome (10x v2) libraries of epithelial and stromal
(G–I) Endothelial (Pecam1) andmural (Rgs5) cells. Arrowhead in (H) marks earliest

discontinuous mural cell lining, while lower zoom-in in (I) shows larger vessel wit

(J) Immune cells (PTPRC) and epidermis (KRT5). Arrowheads highlight immune c

(K and L) Melanocytes (Sox10 + Pmel) and Schwann cells (Sox10). Arrowhead sh

(M–O) Schemes summarizing anatomical landmarks at E12.5, E13.5, and E14.5,

See also Figure S1.
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cells. To assure true biological replicates, 5 embryos per

embryonic time point were processed, sequenced, and quality-

controlled individually (Figures S1A and S1B). Moreover, histolog-

ical analysis of the remaining body of each sequenced embryo as

well as intact littermates ensured correct embryonic age (Fig-

ure S1C). After quality control, all three time points were analyzed

together (Figures S1D–S1F; STAR Methods) to better capture

developmental trends and the dynamics of cell populations.

The complete dataset contains 32,194 single-cell transcrip-

tomes with 11,280 cells coming from E12.5, 9,964 cells from

E13.5, and 10,950 cells from E14.5 (Figure 1A). Based on clus-

ter-specific gene expression we identified keratinocytes, fibro-

blasts, immune cells, vessel-associated mural (pericytes and

vascular smooth muscle cells [vSMCs]) and endothelial cells,

NC-derived melanocytes and Schwann cells, and muscle cells

(Figures 1B and 1C; Table S1). Through fluorescent in situ hybrid-

ization (FISH) for mRNA and immunofluorescence (IF) staining for

protein of cell-type-specific marker genes, we mapped all major

cell types within E12.5, E13.5, and E14.5 skin tissue (Figures 1D–

1L). We also used these cell-type-specific markers together with

wheat germ agglutinin (WGA) cell-membrane staining to establish

histological landmarks of early skin development, which the

commonly used hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining cannot

resolve (FiguresS1G–S1I).Notably, staining for actin alphacardiac

muscle 1 (ACTC1) revealed the stepwise development of multiple

muscle layers including the PCM (Figures 1D–1F), PTPRC high-

lights the exclusively dermal location of immune cells (Figure 1J),

Sox10 shows large nerve trunks growing toward the epidermis at

E12.5 and more spread-out nerves at E14.5 (Figures 1K and 1L),

andRgs5/Pecam1co-stainingdepicts thedensevascularnetwork

(Figures 1G–1I). For this work, these landmarks (summarized in

Figures 1M–1O)were instrumental for themapping andplacement

of numerous cell populations within the rapidly developing full-

thickness skin.

Fibroblast heterogeneity exists long before the reported
establishment of papillary and reticular dermis
Our dataset contains in total 25,944 fibroblasts out of 32,194

randomly sampled cells, from 15 individual embryos, allowing for

robust identification of 22 fibroblast subpopulations (Figure S2A;

TableS2).Overall, fibroblasts isolated fromthe skinandunderlying

(non-skin) tissue (see STAR Methods and discussion) separated

into seven major cell groups. We named these groups FIB Origin,

FIB Deep, FIB Upper & DC, FIB Lower, FIB Muscle, FIB Inter and

CHOND (Figures 2B, 3B, and S2A) based on several criteria

such as their appearance in development, their gene-expression

profiles, RNA-velocity analysis, and tissue location.

FIB Origin and FIB Deep: Notable fibroblast
heterogeneity already exists at E12.5
At E12.5, dermis contains the two major fibroblast subsets FIB

Origin and FIB Deep, characterized by expression of unique
evidence of mural cells at E13.5. Upper zoom-in in (I) shows smaller vessel with

h continuous mural cell lining.

ells with dendritic phenotype.

ows the arrival of melanocytes in the epidermis.

respectively.



(legend on next page)
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gene sets (Figures 2A–2C and S2C) and different tissue locations

(summarized in Figure 2K). The FIB Origin cells constitute a Wnt-

pathway-activated Lef1+Axin2+ fibroblast subset that maps to

the upper dermis (Figures 2D and 2E) and expresses remarkably

few receptors and ligands (Figure S2E). According to RNA-ve-

locity analysis, which can predict differentiation paths based

on the expression of unspliced and spliced mRNA,15 FIB Origin

fibroblasts may serve as the source for almost all other fibroblast

clusters emerging at E13.5 and E14.5 (Figure S2B). Lef1 and

Axin2 is also expressed in one of the FIB Deep subpopulations

at E12.5 (FIB Deep1), which is further characterized by co-

expression of Pdgfc (Figure 2F) and Hoxb8 (Figure S2F) and

maps to the lower half of the subepidermal space (Figure 2G).

FIB Origin and FIB Deep1 also share the expression of the myo-

fibroblast markers Acta2 (also known as a-SMA) and Tagln (also

known as SM22-a) (Figure S2G). FIB Deep2 and FIB Deep3

constitute Ebf2+ Postn+ cell populations (Figures 2F and S2H),

with FIB Deep3 additionally expressing Limch1 (Figure S2F).

FIB Deep2/3 were mapped within the deep back muscle at

E12.5 (Figures 2G and S2H).

As the subepidermal/dermal tissue at E12.5 is still a single

compartment, which is not yet separated by any muscle layers

(see Figures 1M–1O), we considered that not all sampled fibro-

blasts (and/or their respective lineages) will be part of the skin-

associated tissue compartment (i.e., fibroblasts above PCM,

within PCM, and in fascia). Based on histological landmarks

and tissue placement of FIB Origin/Deep subpopulations, FIB

Origin cells were the most likely source for skin-associated fibro-

blasts. Thus, we probed whether FIB Origin cells are at E12.5

transcriptionally still uniform or already show heterogeneity

that may point toward future fibroblast lineages. Unbiased clus-

tering assigned FIB Origin cells into 6 subgroups (Figure 2D),

which arranged in Uniform Manifold Approximation and Projec-

tion (UMAP) dimensionality-reduced space into ‘‘left’’ (FIB

Origin1/2), ‘‘middle’’ (FIB Origin3/4), and ‘‘right’’ (FIB Origin5/6)

subpopulations. The FIB Origin1/2 cells are enriched for Wnt-

pathway components, such as Lef1, Tcf7, Dkk1, Sp5, and the

adhesion molecule Cadm1 (Figures 2C, 2D, and 2H), while the

FIB Origin5/6 cells are marked by, e.g., Epha4, Creb5, and

Thbs2 (Figure 2H). FIB Origin3/4 cells are in the UMAP placed

between FIB Origin1/2 and 5/6 cells and express genes of

both. Co-staining of markers characteristic for FIB Origin1/2

(Dkk1-enriched) or FIB Origin5/6 (Creb5-enriched) fibroblast

subsets revealed a clearly distinct spatial placement, with FIB

Origin1/2 mapping closer to epidermis than FIB Origin5/6 (Fig-

ure 2J). Notably, when overlaying the marker gene expression

for FIB Origin1/2 and Origin5/6 subsets on the fibroblast
Figure 2. Deconstruction of fibroblast heterogeneity at E12.5 (express

(A) UMAP visualization of fibroblasts from the different embryonic ages (n = 10,0

(B) Major fibroblast subtypes at E12.5 highlighted on UMAP.

(C) Marker gene expression dot plot for major fibroblast groups. Highlighted are

(D and F) Subclustering of early fibroblast groups (upper). Expression pattern o

number of RNA copies detected per cell (absolute abundance).

(E, G, and J) mRNA (italics) and protein (capitalized) staining of fibroblast sub

expression. Microscope images originate from larger tile scans (n = 3 mice). Sca

(H) Marker gene expression of FIB Origin subpopulations on UMAP.

(I) Absorption probabilities toward the differentiation end points projected onto U

(K) Schemes summarizing major fibroblast groups at E12.5 and their locations.

See also Figure S2 and Tables S1 and S2.
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UMAP, the subsets seem to extend into FIB Upper/DC and FIB

Inter/Muscle, respectively (Figures 2H and 3B), suggesting that

the subdivision of FIB Origin cells may already reflect early

commitment toward future fibroblast fates (Figure 3). Indeed,

fate simulation of the FIB Origin subpopulations confirmed this

observation at a global gene-expression level (Figures 2I and

S2I; STARMethods). In summary, we found that skin-associated

fibroblast heterogeneity already exists at E12.5 (in FIB Origin

subsets), representing the earliest reported fibroblast heteroge-

neity—transcriptionally and spatially—during the development

of mouse skin.

CHOND: Embryonic chondrocytes transcriptionally map
with skin fibroblasts
Among the 22 fibroblast subsets we identified a small cluster of

chondrocytes or their precursors (CHOND) that located next to

the FIB Deep populations in the UMAP (Figures S2A and S2J).

Chondrocytes share their developmental origin (paraxial meso-

derm-derived somites) with skeletal muscle and the dermis.16

They express Pdgfra, as well as the transcription factors Sox5

and Sox6, which activate the cartilage-promoting factor Sox9 re-

sulting in the expression of chondrocyte-specific genes such

as Col2a1, Col9a3, Acan, and Matn417–19 (Figure S2K). mRNA

staining for the chondrocyte differentiationmarkerMia20 showed

strong expression in the developing vertebrae (Figures S2L and

S2M). Future studies may benefit from the realization that chon-

drocytes can cluster with fibroblasts.

FIBUpper and FIBDC: Acute loss ofWnt inhibitorsmarks
dermal condensate formation
Starting from E13.5, as expected for the time just prior to hair folli-

cle induction, we identified a fibroblast subset (FIB Upper) that

shows high Wnt-pathway activity (e.g., Lef1 and Axin2) and can

mature into the hair-follicle-inductive dermal condensate (DC)

(FIB DC) (Figures 2D and 3A–3D). This is in line with the current

view that Wnt-signaling-activated fibroblasts are a prerequisite

for embryonic hair follicle development.9,10,21–27 Axin2 mRNA

staining revealed that these Wnt-signaling-activated fibroblasts

become confined to only a few layers in the uppermost dermis at

E13.5 (compare Figures 2E and 3E), a pattern that has been noted

before.21 In line with previous reports,9,10,12 we also detected that

cells exit thecell cycle justprior toDCcommitment (upregulationof

G0/G1 genes in FIB DC, e.g., Cdkn1a and Btg1) (Figures S2D and

S3A) and start expressing Sox2 when the morphologically recog-

nizable DC is forming (E14.5) (Figures 3D and S2C). These cells

also express pre-DC marker Fst, early DC markers Sema6a and

Fgf10 and, later, DC markers Dll1 and Bmp3 (Figure S3B).9
ion and location)

08 cells at E12.5, 8,016 at E13.5, and 7,920 at E14.5).

the clusters mostly present at E12.5.

f characteristic marker genes (lower). Number in brackets shows maximum

populations. Dashed lines and arrows highlight the region with the highest

le bars, 100 mm.

MAP (left) and quantified for each FIB Origin subpopulation (right).
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Figure 3. Deconstruction of fibroblast heterogeneity at E13.5 and E14.5 (expression and location)

(A) UMAP with fibroblasts from different embryonic ages (as shown in Figure 2A).

(B) UMAP showing major fibroblast subtypes at E13.5 and E14.5 together with their differentiation trajectories (velocity trends).

(C) Marker gene expression dot plot for major fibroblast groups. Highlighted are clusters mostly present at E13.5 and E14.5.

(D, F, H, and J) Subclustering of major fibroblast groups (upper). Expression pattern of characteristic marker genes (lower).

(legend continued on next page)
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Additionally, our data revealed a most striking and abrupt

gene-expression change at both initial and final DC-lineage

commitment, each signified by a sharp downregulation of Wnt-

pathway inhibitors. At the FIB Origin to FIB Upper border

(E12.5 to E13.5, i.e., initial commitment), we noted acute and

permanent downregulation of Dkk2 (Figure S3A), which is ex-

pressed in non-hairy, but absent in hair-bearing skin.28 Together

with our data, this suggests that the absence of Dkk2 may be a

key determinator for fibroblasts becoming competent to enter

a DC fate.

As FIB Upper cells becomemoreWnt-pathway activated, they

also upregulate Dkk1 (Figures 2D and 2H). This parallel upregu-

lation continues until DC-fated cells acquire Sox2 (final commit-

ment), when Dkk1 expression drops acutely.9,10 Strikingly, in our

data we observe the same switch-like pattern with sharp down-

regulation at the border between FIB Upper3/4 and FIB EarlyDC

also for Notum and Cav1 (Figure S3A), both acting as Wnt-

signaling inhibitors.29,30 The loss of Notum expression in mature

DC cells was confirmed by co-staining of Notum and the DC

marker Gal in E14.5 skin (Figure 3E). The fact that several prom-

inent Wnt-signaling inhibitors are first upregulated in FIB Upper

and then abruptly downregulated in EarlyDC cells suggests

that this is a functional feature of DC formation and/or DC

commitment, which remains an exciting route to be explored.

FIB Lower: Dermal fibroblasts without unique marker
gene expression
At E13.5 the FIB Lower subset emerges. As this cell cluster

lacked unique marker genes, we used exclusion criteria that

placed this population. At E13.5, Thbs1 expression becomes

confined to the lower dermis as well as to the subcutaneous

interstitial layer (Figures 1N and 1O), which starts below the

PCM and reaches until the spine31,32 (Figures 2E, 3E, 3J, 3K,

and S3I). In addition to Thbs1, the interstitium expresses

Mfap5 (see below), which places Thbs1+/Mfap5� FIB Lower cells

to the lower dermis (Figures 3H and 3I).

FIBMuscle: Perimuscular Nppc+ fibroblasts possess the
ability to support the developing muscle
Also at E13.5, a group ofNppc+ fibroblasts (FIBMuscle) was first

observed (Figures 3B and S2C). This cell population is character-

ized by expression ofNppc,Rgcc, andGfra1 (Figures 3C and 3F)

and is exclusively located within the developing muscle layers

(Figure 3G, upper). Subclustering further separated FIB Muscle

cells into two subgroups, characterized by expression of Aspn

and Wnt4 (FIB Muscle1), and Ebf2 and Igfbp3 (FIB Muscle2),

respectively (Figures 2F, 3F, and S3C).

As Wnt4 has been reported to maintain satellite cell quies-

cence,33 while Igfbp3 is known to support myoblast differentia-

tion,34 it is conceivable that the two FIB Muscle subpopulations

are involved in balancing activation and quiescence of satellite

cells, as has been found in the adult setting.35 Moreover, FIB

Muscle cells express high levels of collagen isoforms I, III, IV,
(E, G, and I) mRNA (italics) and protein (capitalized) staining of fibroblast subpopu

Bracket shows reduced Notum expression. M marks developing muscle laye

bars, 100 mm.

(K) Schemes summarizing major fibroblast groups at E14.5 and their locations. S

See also Figure S3 and Tables S1 and S2.
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and VI (Figure S3D), which are the primary components of extra-

cellular matrix (ECM) within the skeletal muscles and help to

mediate force transmission.36–46

FIB Inter: Fibroblasts constituting fascia fibroblasts and
a likely source for adipocyte precursors
From E13.5, a distinct group of Mfap5+/Gata6+ fibroblasts (FIB

Inter) can be detected (Figures 3B, 3C, and 3H), which mapped

to the interstitial layers via ECM component Mfap547 staining

(Figure 3I).

The FIB Inter1/2 subcluster expressed genes characteristic of

the fascia underlying the PCM, such as Nov, Dpp4, and

Plac8,14,48 as well as the additional fascia-associated genes

Mfap5, Wnt2, Creb5, Col14a1, and Tmeff2 (Figures 3H, S3E,

and S3F).48 On the other hand, FIB Inter3 cells express the

key adipogenic transcription factors Pparg and Cebpa

(Figures S3G and S3H; Table S1).49,50 Given that bundles of

fascial fibers are often found mixed with fat to form pressure-

tolerant fibro-adipose tissue associated with skin (e.g., soles,

palms, or finger tips in humans),51 we followed up on the

intriguing possibility that FIB Inter cells might include adipogenic

cells. FIB Inter2 expresses early regulators of adipogenesis

Junb, Fos, Atf3, and Klf4,52 while FIB Inter3 expresses later

adipogenesis regulators Cebpa49 and Pparg50 (Figure S3G),

suggesting that FIB Inter2 cells mature to FIB Inter3 during early

adipogenesis. However, these clusters lack the terminal differ-

entiation markers, such as Fabp4 and Cd3653 (Figure S3G),

which appear at approximately E16 and are followed by the char-

acteristic lipid droplets of mature adipocytes appearing at

E18.5.54 In sum, our data suggest that a fibroblast subset may

already be fated for the adipose lineage as early as E13.5.

Lineage tracing confirms FIB Muscle and FIB Inter

populations
Because little is known about functionally specialized fibroblasts

such as muscle-associated or interstitial fibroblasts, we per-

formed lineage tracing to determine if FIB Muscle cells remain

muscle-restricted and if FIB Inter cells indeed contribute primar-

ily to lower skin layers such as the fascia and adipose tissue as

the single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq) data suggested.

For tracing the FIB Inter cells, we identified Gata6 as one of

the most specific cell markers among all skin populations

(Figures 4A and 4B). Thus, we used Gata6-EGFP-CreERT2/

R26-tdTomato (Gata6-Tom) mice and traced Gata6+ cells from

E13.5 to E15.5 (initial tracing), or to postnatal days P5 and P35

when hair follicles are in active growth (anagen), which is accom-

panied by an enlarged and mature dermal white adipose tissue

(DWAT) compartment (Figure 4C). At E15.5 adipocytes are not

yet formed; however, we found Gata6-Tom-traced cells abun-

dantly present in the fascia and the subcutaneous interstitium

(Figure 4D). Moreover, tracing to P5 and P35 revealed the persis-

tence of the FIB Inter lineage in the fascia from the postnatal

stage to early adulthood (Figures 4E and 4F). Unexpectedly
lations. Dashed line with arrows highlights the region of the highest expression.

rs. Microscope images originate from larger tile scans (n = 3 mice). Scale

imilar at E13.5, but PCM is not fully developed yet.
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however, we did not detect Gata6-Tom-traced DWAT adipo-

cytes (marked by PLP1 staining) (Figures 4E and 4F), and due

to technical limitations, we could not determine if the subcutane-

ous white adipose tissue (SWAT) was traced. This leaves open

two possibilities; FIB Inter cells either do not represent adipocyte

precursers or FIB Inter cells only contribute to SWAT formation

and thus DWAT and SWAT originate from independent precur-

sors (see discussion).

To trace the FIB Muscle population, Ebf2 was one of the most

suitable markers (at E14.5 expressed in FIB Muscle2 and FIB In-

ter3) (Figures 4A and 4G). Thus, we utilized Ebf2-EGFP-

CreERT2/R26-tdTomato (Ebf2-Tom) mice to trace Ebf2+ cells

from E14.5 to E16.5 or E18.5 (Figure 4H). Both 2- and 4-day

tracing gave rise to Ebf2-Tom cells within the superficial and

deep back muscles and more rarely in the PCM, suggesting

that the FIB Muscle1/2 cell group identified by scRNA-seq

indeed constitutes a muscle-associated fibroblast subtype (Fig-

ure 4I). As expected from the scRNA-expression pattern

(Figures 4A and 4G), Ebf2-Tom tracing also gave rise to some

interstitial cells (Figure 4I). Having identified muscle-associated

(FIB Muscle) and muscle-adjacent (FIB Inter) fibroblast popula-

tions, we were curious about their potential role in muscle devel-

opment and its maintenance.

The PCM layer forms de novo at E13.5 likely in direct
signaling dialogue with FIB Muscle and FIB Inter cells
Our scRNA-seq data analysis captured the full process of early

skeletal myogenesis (Figure 5A). The MUSCLE Early popula-

tion, which encompasses the skeletal muscle stem cells, or

Pax7+ satellite cells,55,56 constitutes the majority (�70%) of

the detected muscle cells (Figure 5A). In comparison, satellite

cells in early postnatal life account for 30%–35% and in adult-

hood 1%–4%.57 The MUSCLE Mid and MUSCLE Late popula-

tions recapitulate the stepwise expression of myogenic regula-

tory factors that govern muscle-cell differentiation, with Myod1

and Myf5 being early markers for satellite cells that have

committed to differentiation and Myog and Myf6 driving

terminal differentiation (Figure 5A).58,59 MUSCLE Late cells

further express markers of mature muscle-fiber subtypes,

e.g., Tnnc1 for type I and Tnnc2 for type II fibers (Figure 5A).60,61

Notably, Syndecans (Sdc1, Sdc2, and Sdc3), which allow

MUSCLE Early cells to sense a wide array of signaling that sup-

ports muscle formation and maintenance,62 are downregulated

in MUSCLE Mid and MUSCLE Late cells (Figure S4A). Interest-

ingly, we captured each of the muscle subpopulations (MUS-
Figure 4. Tracing the fate of Ebf2+ and Gata6+ fibroblasts
(A) FIB Muscle and FIB Inter fibroblasts highlighted on UMAP (left). Density plot s

UMAP (right).

(B) UMAPs with FIB Inter subpopulations (left) and Gata6 expression (right).

(C) Experimental setup for lineage tracing of Gata6+ cells.

(D) Initial 2-day tracing pattern of Gata6+ cells (left) and staining of the develo

consecutive sections. M marks developing muscle layers.

(E and F) Tracing pattern of Gata6+ cells at postnatal day 5 (P5) (E) or P35 (F) a

fluorescence within DWAT at 561 nm (E). Dotted lines indicate the PCM.

(G) UMAPs with FIB Muscle subpopulations (left) and Ebf2 expression (right).

(H) Experimental setup for lineage tracing of Ebf2+ cells.

(I) Two-day tracing pattern of Ebf2+ cells (left) and staining of the developing mu

layers (M) on the two consecutive sections.

(D–F and I) Microscope images originate from larger tile scans (n = 3 mice). Scal
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CLE Early, Mid, and Late) at all sampled time points (Figure 5A),

suggesting that there is no major transcriptional difference be-

tween the PCM, superficial, and deep back muscle layers at

E12.5, E13.5, and E14.5.

As the PCM is entirely absent at E12.5, we next asked whether

the PCM is established throughmigration of backmuscle cells or

via de novo differentiation within the dermis. To this end, we

stained all three developmental time points for Pax7mRNA (sat-

ellite cells), Nppc mRNA (FIB Muscle), and ACTC1 protein (the

predominant actin isoform in early muscle development63) (Fig-

ure 5B). At E13.5, we detected the appearance of a noncontin-

uous PCM layer, with intermingling Pax7+ satellite cells, Nppc+

fibroblasts, and some ACTC1+ cells. As Pax7+ cells were entirely

absent between muscle layers (i.e., no detectable migrating

muscle-precursor cells), we conclude that the PCM may form

via direct differentiation at the destined location (Figures 5B

and 5C). Moreover, CellChat64 analysis, which can probe for

signaling communication patterns between cell types, suggests

strong interactions between muscle cells and fibroblasts (FIB

Muscle/Inter), strengthening our hypothesis that muscle-sur-

rounding fibroblasts likely support muscle formation and its

maintenance (Figures 5D and 5E).

Finally, the PCM and back muscles are, like other skeletal

muscles in the body, innervated by motor neurons that connect

to the muscle via neuromuscular junctions scattered along the

myofibers.65–67We indeed find evidence of those neuromuscular

junctions in our data (Figure S4B; Table S3), such as MUSCLE

Late cells expressing Musk, which upon binding of ARGN (ex-

pressed, e.g., by motor neurons) induces clustering of acetyl-

choline receptors to form neuromuscular junctions.68,69 Subunits

of those acetylcholine receptors (e.g., Chrna1, Chrna4, Chrnd,

and Chrng) are expressed in MUSCLE Mid and MUSCLE Late

cells (Figure S4B).

Cellular heterogeneity of vessel-associated, immune,
and NC-derived cells in the developing dermis
To reveal the full complexity of dermal cell types, we molecularly

characterized the subtypes of vessel-associated cells, immune

cells, and neural crest (NC)-derived cells (Figures 6A–6C and

S4C–S4F). We then probed for their autocrine and paracrine

signaling potentials across cell types usingCellChat64 (Figure 6D)

as well as an alternative receptor-ligand (R-L) interaction anal-

ysis as used by Joost et al.70 (Figure S5) with scoring based on

a comprehensive hand-curated list of known interactions and

annotations (Figure S5; Table S3; STAR Methods).
howing the distribution of fibroblasts from the different embryonic ages on the

ping muscle layers (right). Dashed line marks fascia/SWAT layer on the two

nd PLP1 protein staining of lipid droplets. Note the strong erythrocyte auto-

scle layers (right). Dotted lines indicate the PCM and underlying back muscle

e bars, 100 mm.
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Vascular remodeling starts around E13, and sprouting
vessels form without pericyte coverage in dorsal skin
Blood vascular endothelial cells (VESSEL BECs) and lymphatic

endothelial cells (VESSEL LECs) were present at all analyzed

time points (Figure 6B), which we confirmed in tissue via panen-

dothelial Pecam1 (CD31) staining (Figures 1G–1I).71 Cells of the

VESSEL BEC population express characteristic genes like

Efnb2, Ephb4, Apln, and Aplnr (Figures 6C and S4C), encoding

for proteins that regulate arterial-venous alignment through

repulsion (via arterial EFNB2 and venous EPHB4) and attraction

(via arterial APLN and venous APLNR).72,73 VESSEL LECs ex-

press genes, such as Lyve1, Prox1, and Pdpn (Figure 6C), which

are involved in the formation of lymphatic endothelium from

venous endothelium as early as E12.5.74–77

Ongoing angiogenesis78 is reflected by VESSEL BECs and

VESSEL LECs from all analyzed time points expressing Mmp2

and Dll4 (Figure S4C). Tip cells of sprouting vessels use MMP2

to degrade the vascular basement membrane and DLL4 to pre-

vent neighboring Notch1+/Notch4+ cells from responding to the

key angiogenic factor Vegfa (Figure S4C).79–81 VEGF receptor

(VEGFR) expression allows the distinction between VESSEL

BECs and VESSEL LECs, with Flt1 (VEGFR1) expressed in

vascular angiogenesis, Flt4 (VEGFR3) in lymph angiogenesis,

and Kdr (VEGFR2) during both processes82 (Figure 6C). A variety

of cells provide typical angiogenic factors (i.e., VEGF family,

PDGF family, BMPs, Tgfb1, Pgf, and ECM components such

as Pcolce, Col1a1, and Sparc), and molecules implicated in

angiogenesis (Semaphorins, Netrins, Neuropilins, and Slit pro-

teins) (Figures 6D and S5A).82–88 Notably, keratinocytes (EPI

populations) also express high levels of factors such as Pdgfa,

Bmp2, or Bmp7 (Figures 6D and S5A), fitting the earlier notion

that avascular epidermis can stimulate dermal blood supply.89

Angiogenesis is followed by vascular remodeling, i.e., the

recruitment of mural cells90,91 encompassing vSMCs and

pericytes, which presented as one Rgs5+/Cspg4+/Acta2+

population (Figure 6C).92,93 Endothelial cells (VESSEL BECs)

attract the PDGFRB+ EGFR+ mural cells94 by providing the li-

gands PDGFB and HBEGF (Pdgfb and Hbegf) (Figure S4C).

Interestingly, we found that mural cells first appear at E13.5, rep-

resented by rare Rgs5+ cells (Figures 1H and 6B). By E14.5,

Rgs5+ cells abundantly line small and large vessels (likely repre-

senting pericytes and vSMCs, respectively) (Figure 1I). The

absence of pericytes at E12.5 is significant because of a long-

standing controversy whether sprouting vessels initially form

without pericyte coverage95 or if pericytes are present from the

beginning and actively assist vessel sprouting.96,97 Our data

support the first model for embryonic mouse back skin.
Figure 5. Developing muscle layers in embryonic skin

(A) UMAP (from Figure 1B) with subpopulations of muscle cells (left), violin plot of m

to subpopulations (right).

(B) mRNA (italics) and protein (capitalized) staining highlighting developing muscl

bars, 100 mm (panorama, blue zoom-in) and 25 mm (yellow zoom-in). Asterisks ind

and distance to dorsal midline).

(C) Scheme of panniculus carnosus muscle (PCM) formation.

(D) Circle plot visualizing the number of interactions between FIB Inter, FIB Musc

interactions. Edges colored according to sending cell population.

(E) Dot plot showing outgoing and incoming signaling patterns between FIB Inter,

enrichment of signaling pathway in the cell population. Circle plots for selected s

See also Figure S4 and Tables S1, S2, and S3.
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Immature skin is already primed with mast cells, dermal
dendritic cells, and immature macrophages
Between E12.5 and E14.5, dorsal skin is exclusively populated

by myeloid cells, i.e., dermal dendritic cells (IMMU Dendritic-

Cells), macrophages (IMMU Macrophages), and mast cells

(MCs) (IMMU MastCells) (Figures 1B, 1C, 6A, and 6B). Each of

these populations express Ptprc (CD45) and are present at all

analyzed embryonic time points (Figure 6B and 6C), and exclu-

sively locate to the dermis (Figure 1J).

While dendritic cells andmacrophages share the expression of

many markers such as Adgre1 (F4/80), Itgam, and Cx3cr1,98,99

they clearly differ in their development and function. Dendritic

cell development is critically linked to Flt3 (Figures 6C and

6D)100; they specialize in antigen presenting via MHC-II com-

plexes (e.g., H2-Aa, H2-Ab1, H2-Eb1, Cd74, and Ciita) (Figures

6C and S4D)101,102 and express Ccr2 and Ccr7, enabling their

migration to the skin-draining lymph nodes to activate T cells (Fig-

ureS4D).103,104Ourdendritic cell population is constitutedof clas-

sical dendritic cells with the majority being marked by Itgam

(CD11b) and a smaller fraction expressing Itgae (CD103) (Figures

6C and S4D).98,105,106 To our knowledge, it has not been reported

when dendritic cells start seeding the mouse dermis; our data

show that they are already present at E12.5 (Figure 6B).

Dermal macrophages are tissue-resident cells that are

specialized to scavenge damaged cells or invading bacteria107

through expressing receptors like Mertk and Stab1108 (Fig-

ure 6C). Macrophage-like cells seed the dermis as early as

E10.5.109,110 As expected, we detect them at every time point;

however, they lack major histocompatibility complex class II

(MHC-II) expression and thusmostly represent immaturemacro-

phages (Figure S4D). There is a possibility that our macrophage

population also contains precursors of Langerhans cells as

those can derive from yolk-sac-derived macrophages and share

a number of molecular features (Adgre1+, Ptprc+, Itgam+,

Cx3cr1+, and Flt3�) (Figures 6C and S4D).111,112

MCs are characterized by expression of Kit and serine prote-

ases (e.g., Cma1, Tpsb2, and Tpsg1), which are typical for their

secretory granules (Figure 6C).113 We find MCs already at

E12.5 (Figure 6B), displaying the signature of yolk-sac-derived

MCs (Grm6+, Cma1+, Prss34+, and Smpx+) but still lacking

the adult MC signature (Adrb2�, Il1rap�, C2�, and Lyz1�)
(Figures 6C and S4D). Earlier reports observed sparse dermal

MCs only at around E14.5/E15.114,115

Leukocyte recruitment to peripheral tissues is directed by che-

mokines. Via CellChat and R-L analysis we provide a compre-

hensive expression pattern overview, including the plethora of

chemokines involved in leukocyte recruitment (Table S3;
arker gene expression (center), and contribution of each embryonic time point

e layers. Microscope images originate from larger tile scans (n = 3 mice). Scale

icate a discontinuous upper back muscle layer (dependent on histological cut

le, and MUSCLE subpopulations. Edge width is proportional to the number of

FIB Muscle, andMUSCLE subpopulations (left). Dot size is proportional to the

ignaling pathways with significant interactions (right).
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Figures 6D and S5C). Strikingly, mostly skin-resident immune

cells (and partly mural cells) express those chemokines, sug-

gesting their active involvement in skin homing of more immune

cells.

Melanocytes and Schwann cells in early embryonic skin
Our dataset contains two NC-derived populations: Schwann

cells (NC SchwannCells) and melanocytes (NC Melanocytes),

which are sampled at all three time points and marked, e.g., by

Sox10 expression (Figures 1B, 1C, 6A–6C).116

Peripheral neurons have entered embryonic skin at the studied

time points,117,118 which is reflected by the presence of Sox2+,

Mpz+, Gfra2+ Schwann cells119 in our dataset (Figure 6C). Likely

due to the distant location of neuronal cell bodies (spinal cord for

motor neurons, paravertebral sympathetic ganglia for sympa-

thetic neurons, and dorsal root ganglia for sensory neurons),120

we did not detect transcriptomes of neuronal cells. Yet, visual-

izing the nerve-encasing Schwann cells with Sox10 mRNA and

PPARG protein staining121 revealed thick sensory-nerve trunks

traversing the dermis toward the epidermis at E12.5

(Figures 1K and S4E), seemingly splitting up and spreading out

as the embryo continues to grow (Figure 1L). At E14.5, nerves

are mainly located underneath the epidermis (sensory neurons)

and under the PCM (sensory and motor neurons) (Figures 1L

and S4E).

Skin innervation is facilitated by neuronal and non-neuronal

cells (e.g., fibroblasts and keratinocytes) expressing neurotro-

phins which are crucial for neuron growth and maintenance

(e.g., Ntf3, Ntf5, Bdnf, and Ngf) and a variety of genes that direct

the growth cones of developing axons (e.g., Ephrins, Netrins, Slit

proteins, and Semaphorins) (Figures 6D, S4F, and S5B).122–127 In

turn, cutaneous nerves also release a variety of neuropeptides,

such as Npy (neuropeptide Y) (Figure 6C), to increase vascular

permeability, support immune-cell recruitment, and induce

angiogenesis.128,129

The melanocytes in our dataset express the master melano-

cyte transcription factor Mitf, as well as Dct, Pmel, and Tyr (Fig-

ure 6C).130–132 Melanocytes migrate through the dermis around

E12.5 and enter the epidermis around E13.5,133,134 supporting

our finding of gradual migration of Sox10+/Pmel+ cells from the

dermis at E12.5 (Figure 1K) to spread throughout the epidermis

by E14.5 (Figure 1L), where they will eventually persist only in

adult hair follicles.135 This melanocyte recruitment is supported

by fibroblasts and epidermal keratinocytes, expressing factors

like Edn1, Edn3, Kitl, and a (agouti) (Figures 6D, S4F, and

S5B).130,136

Basal epidermal keratinocyte heterogeneity starts
already at E12.5
At E12.5, the epidermis consists of keratinocytes that form a

morphologically uniform basal layer that is covered by the peri-
Figure 6. Vessel, immune, and neural crest (NC)-derived subtypes and

onic skin

(A) UMAP (from Figure 1B) with subpopulations of vessel-associated cells, immu

(B) Contribution of each embryonic time point to subpopulations.

(C) Violin plots of marker gene expression.

(D) Dot plot showing the enrichment of signaling pathways received by vessel-as

See also Figures S4 and S5 and Tables S1, S2, and S3.
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derm. Surprisingly, the E12.5 basal cells separated into two tran-

scriptionally distinct populations, which we termed EPI Basal-

Tagln and EPI Basal1 (Figures 7A–7C, S6A and S6C). EPI

Basal1 cells have no unique molecular signature within keratino-

cytes. Their characteristic genes are shared with either EPI Ba-

salTagln from E12.5 skin (e.g.,Olfm1, Bfsp2, Acvr2a, and Podxl),

with EPI Basal2–4 populations from E13.5 and E14.5 skin (e.g.,

Lmo1, Dcn, and Ifitm3) or with all basal populations (e.g., Krt5,

Krt14, Krt15, Sostdc1, and Vcan) (Figure S6B). In contrast, EPI

BasalTagln cells express a unique set of genes including

C1qtnf3, Hapln1, Tagln, Cldn11, Amtn, Myl9, Bambi, and many

more (Figures 7D and 7E; Table S1). Remarkably, EPI BasalTagln

cells also express smooth muscle genes such as Tagln (SM22a)

and Myl9 (Figure 7D), which is highly unexpected for epithelial

cells under physiological conditions. Compared with all basal

cell clusters, EPI BasalTagln cells express a high number of re-

ceptors and ligands, including higher levels of Wnt3a, Wnt4,

and Wnt6, and exclusive Wnt2 expression (Figures 7D and

S6E; Table S1), which were commonly believed to be uniformly

expressed throughout embryonic epidermis.22,137 Notably,

CellChat analysis predicts that both basal populations are

equally engaged in auto- and paracrine cell-type interactions

(Figures S6F–S6J), leaving the role of these two transcriptionally

distinct populations entirely open. Based on gene expression

and their position in dimensionality-reduced space it seems

more likely that EPI Basal1 cells are the precursors for the

general interfollicular epidermis (IFE) at E13.5 and E14.5

(Figures 7A and S6A). In comparison with E12.5, basal IFE at

E13.5 and E14.5 appears rather uniform transcriptionally. The

EPI Basal2-4 populations do not display unique marker genes

and overall only show minor expression differences (Figure S6B;

Table S1) and fewer specific receptors or ligands (Figure S6E).

The periderm matures and exhibits a signaling-rich
molecular signature
Periderm is a curious specialization of embryonic epidermis. It is a

layer composed of squamous cells that cover the epidermis, and

its presence is crucial for preventing pathological epithelial adhe-

sions within the embryo.138 Periderm cells start covering dorsal

epidermis around E10 (delaminating from the basement mem-

brane to cover basal keratinocytes) and are shed around E17/18

when the cornified layer forms.139–141 Although the existence of

this layer has long been known, its molecular characterization

has remained incomplete even in the era of scRNA-seq (see dis-

cussion). In our data, we robustly identified periderm cells (EPI

Periderm) at all three time points (Figures 7A, 7B, S6A and S6C),

likely due to the large cell proportion relative to all epithelial cells

at E12.5. We identified a number of periderm markers including

well-known (e.g., Cldn6/23, Krt6/8/17/18/19, Grhl3, and Sfn) and

additional ones (e.g., Myh14, Paqr6, Tgfb2, and Sox9), of which

Cldn6, Krt17, Grhl3, Sfn,138,141–144 and Sox9 are not uniquely
signaling interactions for their respective establishment in embry-

ne cells, and NC-derived cells.

sociated, immune, and/or NC-derived cells.
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expressed in EPI Periderm among EPI populations (Figure 7F;

Table S1). Interestingly, periderm cells are the unique receivers

ofGRN signaling and constitute a source for TGFb signalingwhich

can be received by epidermis-near E12.5 fibroblasts (Figure S6I).

Interestingly,Sox9 andKrt8, known for their roles in hair follicle for-

mation and as a marker of the immature epidermis, respectively,

show their highest mRNA expression in periderm cells

(Figures 7F and 7G). Additionally, we observed a basal (placode

periphery) and suprabasal (IFE-associated) Sox9 expression

pattern as reported recently (Figure 7G).145

Cells within the periderm still divide (Figure S6D).138 In

addition, we found that the periderm undergoes a molecular

maturation characterized by increased expression of known

IFE differentiation markers (e.g., Krtdap, Lgals3, and Dkkl1),

and multiple genes that have not been linked to IFE differentia-

tion, such as Foxq1, Krt4, Lingo2, Mal, Pllp, Prss27, and Tchh

(Figure S7A). Surprisingly, within keratinocyte clusters, periderm

cells express the highest numbers of receptors and ligands (Fig-

ure S6E), including those facilitating e.g., Ephrin signaling, Notch

signaling, and Tgfb signaling (Table S1).

Deconstructing early epidermal stratification
Differentiating keratinocytes separate into an early differentiating

group (EPI EarlyDiff) marked by co-expression of basal (e.g.,

Krt15, Krt14, Vcan, Lmo1,and Sostdc1) as well as suprabasal

genes (e.g., Krt10, Krtdap, and Aqp3), and a more mature

differentiating population (EPI LateDiff), which has gradually

lost basal-gene expression and further increased differentia-

tion-related gene expression (e.g., Slc7a11, Tgm3, and Ser-

pinb3a) (Figures 7H and 7I). In line with previous reports of differ-

entiation initiating at E13,146,147 we detect the first differentiating

EPI EarlyDiff cells at E13.5, and EPI LateDiff at E14.5 (Fig-

ure S6C). In situ staining further revealed that some rare Krt5+

basal layer cells already start upregulating Krtdap even though

they have not delaminated yet (Figure 7J).148 Interestingly,

although Keratins 5 and 14 usually co-polymerize, in suprabasal

cells of embryonic skin Krt14 is strictly downregulated while Krt5

expression persists, and in the hair placode it is vice versa

(Figures 7I, S7B, and S7C).

As the early signals that make a basal cell commit to differen-

tiation are not fully resolved in embryonic skin, we utilized our da-
Figure 7. Epidermal development from a single basal layer toward a h

(A and B) UMAP visualization of all keratinocyte subclusters (A) and their embryo

(C) Scheme summarizing epidermis development in the analyzed time window, w

(D) Violin plot of EPI BasalTagln marker gene expression.

(E) Hapln1 mRNA staining revealing the expression in basal IFE (arrowheads).

(F) Violin plot of periderm marker gene expression.

(G) SOX9 protein staining (left); expression in periderm (filled arrowheads) and hair

within and outside of hair placode (asterisk and empty arrowheads, respectively

(H) Violin plot of differentiation marker gene expression.

(I) UMAPs of differentiating keratinocytes (EPI EarlyDiff and EPI LateDiff from A

expression of basal and suprabasal marker genes (right).

(J) Krt5 and Krtdap mRNA staining reveals a representative basal cell with a diffe

(K) Heatmap of potential early drivers of stratification along the pseudotime from

Krtdap, Krt10, and Slc7a11 are plotted for comparison.

(L) Violin plot of hair placode marker gene expression.

(M–P) Ltb, Shh, andPtch1 (M and O) orDkk4, Shh, andGal (N and P)mRNA stainin

arrowheads) and mature hair placodes (marked by Ltb, Shh, and Dkk4) as well a

(E, G, J, and M–P) Images originate from larger tile scans (n = 3 mice). Scale bar

See also Figures S6 and S7 and Tables S1 and S2.
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taset to identify potential drivers. After performing rigorous

cell-cycle corrections—this was the dominating factor in initial

velocity analysis—we obtained a clear differentiation pseudo-

time trajectory from EPI Basal2/4 cells toward EPI EarlyDiff/Late-

Diff cells (Figure S7D) and early pseudotime-dependent

genes (Figure 7K). Notch1, a known commitment switch in

epidermal differentiation149,150; Cdh1 (E-cadherin), which is

responsible for altered adhesion properties that allow keratino-

cytes to differentiate151; and Grhl3, which facilitates epidermal

stem cell differentiation152 were among the top hits on our list,

suggesting that our gene list likely contains additional (but not

yet functionally tested) differentiation drivers. The upregulation

of these genes appears to be transient or at least most pro-

nounced in early differentiation supporting a potential switch-

like function (Figures 7K and S7D).

Hair placodes engage in the establishment of blood
vessels, nerves, and immune environment
The epithelial counterpart to the DC, which is necessary for hair

follicle formation, is the hair follicle placode. While placodes

became morphologically first visible at E14.5 (Figures S1H and

S1I), cells with transcriptional signs of a placode fate were

already detected at E13.5 (EPI EarlyPlacode and EPI LatePla-

code) (Figures 7A–7C and S6C). EPI EarlyPlacode cells express

the placode markers Fgf20 and Dkk4, but still lack more mature

markers like Shh and Lhx2153,154 (Figure 7L). In situ, they can be

captured at E13.5 by Dkk4 and Ltb staining (Figures 7M and 7N).

Shh was detected centrally within the more mature placode,145

while other markers such as Ltb showed a slightly broader

expression pattern (Figures 7O, 7P, and S7E). Interestingly, pla-

code cells downregulated only a handful of genes (e.g., Gas1,

Krt5, and Hspb1) but upregulated numerous genes, suggesting

that placode commitment is determined by the gain, rather

than the loss, of expression (Figure 7L). While reporter mice

and in situ mRNA staining have long revealed that placode

patterning begins prior to E14.5,27,155–157 previous scRNA-seq

studies of embryonic skin did not reveal those E13.5 cells with

early placode markers likely due to the choice of a different anal-

ysis strategy.10

Finally, our R-L analysis (Figures 6D and S5A–S5C) suggests

that the nascent placode and DC cells immediately engage in
air follicle (HF)-inducing and stratified epithelium

nic ages (B) (n = 360 cells at E12.5, 347 at E13.5, and 877 at E14.5).

ith cells colored according to the cluster colors in (A).

placode cells (asterisks). Sox9mRNA staining (upper right); expression in cells

). Krt8 mRNA staining; expression in periderm cells (filled arrowheads).

) colored according to subclustering and embryonic age (left two panels) or

rentiation signature (arrowhead).

EPI Basal1-4 to EPI EarlyDiff and EPI LateDiff cells from E14.5 (see Figure S6I).

g at E13.5 (M andN) and E14.5 (O and P), showing early placode cells (M andN;

s dermal condensates (marked by Ptch1 and Gal).

s, 50 mm.
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reciprocal interactions with crucial cell types for blood supply

(Bmp2, Bmp7, and Mfge8), innervation (Bdnf, Nrtn, Ntf3, and

Edn3), and immune support (Tnf and Ltb)158–161 (Figure S7F).

DISCUSSION

The most insightful transcriptional investigations of early embry-

onic skin to date have relied on known markers and averaged

transcriptomes (bulk RNA-seq of FACS-sorted populations)162

or focused their scRNA-seq analysis on specific cell types/pro-

cesses such as the molecular origin of IFE cells,163 the cellular

origin of hair follicle stem cells,145 or placode- or DC-fate

specification.9,10,164

The work at hand leveraged scRNA-seq analysis of randomly

sampled cells at E12.5, E13.5, and E14.5 to paint a holistic pic-

ture of early skin development. Through comprehensive compu-

tational analysis of all sampled cells, cell-type localization in situ,

and in vivo cell-fate mapping, we answered major outstanding

questions in mouse skin development and made unexpected

discoveries. When and where does skin begin? How heteroge-

neous are fibroblasts prior to DC formation? Is the periderm

merely a signaling-inert protective layer to be shed at birth?

When and where does skin begin: Setting detailed
anatomical and molecular landmarks
Until now, E12.5 dermis and underlying non-skin-associated

cells were perceived as a seemingly homogeneous tissue

covering the area between the vertebrae and epidermis. Simi-

larly, little was known about dermal tissue architecture and

cell-type diversity at E13.5 and E14.5. Thus, it was critical to

sample, without bias, the skin and the underlying tissue at full

thickness from E12.5 to E14.5 (see STAR Methods) to establish

anatomical and molecular tissue landmarks of the skin and the

underlying tissue.

Oneof themost important landmarks to define cell populations

as skin-associated in mouse is the PCM. While it is well-known

that the PCM originates from the E9.5 Pax7+ dermomyo-

tome,165–167 its histological emergence had not been docu-

mented. By combining RNA and protein staining for early and

mature muscle cells and the muscle-associated fibroblasts

defined in this study, we revealed the emergence of the PCM

(Figures 5B and 5C). The PCM and other developing muscle

layers were used as landmarks to place our scRNA-seq subpop-

ulations. Altogether, this extensive back-mapping effort gener-

ated a detailed molecular tissue guide that complements previ-

ous findings and accelerates the interpretation of future findings.

Fibroblast heterogeneity and the emergence of papillary
and reticular dermis
It has been the accepted view that dermal fibroblasts constitute

a ‘‘uniform cell type’’ until E16.5, when they finally commit to two

different lineages generating upper papillary and lower reticular

dermis.13 Our data reveal that molecular and functional diversity

of fibroblasts is already established at E13.5, with further speci-

fication at E14.5, when theDC forms (Figure 3).We also find clear

transcriptional heterogeneity in E12.5 dermis (Figure 2), pointing

at a fate bias toward distinct fibroblast subtypes. To what degree

these early lineages remain plastic or are already fate-restricted

under homeostatic conditions remains to be determined.
Driskell et al. also established a molecular distinction of fibro-

blasts into papillary dermis (DPP4+/DLK1�/LY6A�), reticular

dermis (DPP4�/DLK1+/LY6A+), and hypodermis (DPP4�/
DLK1�/LY6A+) starting from late embryogenesis. They detected

DLK1 protein expression throughout the dermis until E16.5,

while lineage-specific DPP4 (CD26) and LY6A emerged around

E16.5.13 We observed Dlk1 expression throughout the dermis

(see online tool: https://kasperlab.org/embryonicskin) and de-

tected cells with a Ly6a+/Dpp4+ double signature in the FIB Inter

population starting from E13.5 (Figure S3E), raising the question

if there is a relationship between our Dpp4+/Ly6a+ FIB Inter cells

and the papillary and reticular dermis. As we observe FIB Inter

cells at a time when FIB Upper and FIB Lower cells (the tentative

precursors of papillary and reticular dermis; Dpp4�/Ly6a+) have
already been established, it is likely that FIB Upper and FIB

Lower cells develop in parallel to FIB Inter cells.

Remarkably, the early existence of spatially defined fibroblast

layers resembles the dermal structure of healing wounds. Similar

to the developing skin, where spatial layering of fibroblasts is one

of the earliest morphogenic events and intriguingly precedes

morphologically definable development events, such as hair fol-

licle morphogenesis and dermal adipose morphogenesis; also,

the healing wound shows spatial segregation of transcriptionally

distinct fibroblasts even days before de novo hair follicles are es-

tablished in the regenerating epidermis.13,168–172

Revisiting early progenitors of dermal and
subcutaneous white adipose tissue
In 2013, Wojciechowicz et al. postulated a possible presence of

pre-adipocytes already at E14.5, which our scRNA-seq data

clearly support.54 Cells within the FIB Inter2/3 populations

increasingly express typical adipogenic genes (e.g., Pparg and

Cebpa), suggesting the presence of adipocyte precursors

(Figures 3H and S3G). In situ staining for Pparg mRNA and pro-

tein in E14.5 skin (Figure S3H) revealed Pparg+ cells within the

subcutaneous interstitium or just above the PCM, future sites

for the SWAT and the DWAT, respectively.173 Notably, our FIB

Inter2/3 cells match recent descriptions for adipose mesen-

chymal progenitors (Dpp4+/Anxa3+/Wnt2+) in human as well as

murine skin,32 and for Dpp4+/Ly6a+/Cd55+ adipose stem cells53

(Figures S3E and S3F).

Given this concurrence with the literature, it was surprising

that we did not observe any Gata6-Tom-traced adipocytes. As

we started tracing at E13.5, when the SWAT and DWAT are

not yet separated by the PCM, we in principle should have found

Tom-traced cells in both compartments, or at least in one of

them. However, we did not find traced DWAT cells and due to

technical limitations, SWAT was lost when harvesting postnatal

skin. This leaves us with three open possibilities: (1) FIB Inter

cells do not represent adipocyte precursors at all, which is un-

likely based on their expression of adipogenic genes; (2) tracing

at E13.5 is not efficient enough to label the adipose progenitors;

or (3) DWAT and SWAT originate from independent precursors,

where FIB Inter cells only contribute to SWAT formation. This is

supported by their locations on opposite sides of the developing

PCM and by the current view that DWAT is morphologically and

developmentally distinct from SWAT.54,173 As the latter view is

derived from experiments performed from E14.5 onward, the

earliest determination of a fibroblast subset toward generating
Developmental Cell 58, 2140–2162, October 23, 2023 2155
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DWAT and/or SWAT tissue remains an interesting route to be

explored.

Unexpected heterogeneity in E12.5 epidermis and a
surprisingly signaling-rich periderm
We identify significant heterogeneity in E12.5 epidermis, which

to date had been considered a uniform epithelial sheet. The iden-

tified distinct EPI BasalTagln population could have a possible

role in transient signaling during skin development (e.g., to acti-

vate the upper dermis via Wnts),174–176 or it could be a source for

the periderm as indicated by a shared transcriptional signature

(Table S1), but its exact function remains elusive. In comparison,

IFE basal cells at E13.5 and E14.5 were transcriptionally very

similar. Subclustering of Basal2-4 likely represents cell-cycle in-

fluences, rather than populations with distinct behaviors or func-

tions. Interestingly however, we observed rare differentiating

basal cells (Figure 7J), reminiscent of delaminating Krt10+ cells

in adult mouse skin.148 Thus, it is tempting to speculate that

epidermal stratification in embryonic skin may be fueled by two

coexisting basal cell behaviors: (1) delamination triggered by

basal cell crowding as the predominant mechanism147,151 and

(2) delamination through gradual differentiation, which is the

main mechanism in postnatal and adult skin.148,152

The existence of periderm cells in embryonic skin has long

been known.139 However, due to lower periderm cell numbers

in previous scRNA-seq studies,10,11,163 these cells were likely

hidden within other keratinocyte clusters, such as differentiated

IFE cells, due to periderm cells expressing typical IFE differenti-

ation genes like Grhl3 and Zfp750 (Figures 7F and 7H). Notably,

transcriptional characterization of the periderm revealed that it is

highly signaling-prone (Figure S6E), which raises the possibility

of previously unrecognized ‘‘non-canonical’’ periderm functions

in embryonic skin development.

Limitations of the study
In this work we present all identified cell populations (cell types,

subtypes, and states) among all randomly sampled cells from

embryonic skin. At first sight an overwhelming amount of infor-

mation, the analysis and presentation of all cell populations

within one study advances our understanding from studying in-

dividual cell types (in isolation) to their communal functions at

the tissue level—revealing insights that cell-type-focused

studies would not be able to uncover. However, given the vast

amount of data, we had to focus our analysis on major

outstanding questions such as the emergence of fibroblast and

keratinocyte heterogeneity or the development of the PCM.

Therefore, some cell types lack in-depth analysis and the current

data interpretations may represent purely data-driven sugges-

tions, rather than final conclusions, and require further explora-

tion in future studies.
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Goat polyclonal anti-PLP1 Abcam Cat# ab61682; RRID: AB_944751

Goat polyclonal anti-PDGFRA R&D Systems Cat# AF1062; RRID: AB_2236897

Chemicals, Peptides, and Recombinant proteins

DAPI Invitrogen Cat# D1306; RRID: AB_2629482

TO-PRO-3 Invitrogen Cat# T3605

WGA (CF405M conjugate) Biotium Cat# 29028

WGA (AF488 conjugate) Invitrogen Cat# W11261

WGA (AF647 conjugate) Invitrogen Cat# W32466

HBSS Sigma Cat# H9394

PBS Sigma Cat# D8537

BSA Sigma Cat# A3311

Dispase II Gibco Cat# 17105041

DNase I Roche Cat# 10104159001

Collagenase IA Sigma Cat# C2674

Tamoxifen Sigma Cat# T5648

Corn Oil Sigma Cat# C8267

DIVA Decloaker Biocare Medical Cat# DV2004MX

Critical Commercial Assays

Chromium Single Cell 3’ kit v2 10X Genomics Cat# PN-120237

RNAscope Multiplex Fluorescent Reagent Kit v2 ACDBio/Bio-Techne Cat# 323100

TSA Cy3, Cy5, TMR, Fluorescein Evaluation Kit PerkinElmer Cat# NEL760001KT

Deposited Data

Single-cell RNA-seq data ArrayExpress ArrayExpress: E-MTAB-11920

Input files for analysis code and critical output

files (cluster assignment, UMAP coordinates, h5ad files)

Zenodo Zenodo: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7805311

Online tool for visualization of single-cell data Kasper Lab Website https://kasperlab.org/embryonicskin

Experimental Models: Organisms/Strains

Mouse: C57BL/6J Charles River JAX: 000664; RRID: IMSR JAX 000664

Mouse: R26-tdTomato Jackson Laboratory JAX: 007908; RRID: IMRS JAX 007908

Mouse: Gata6-EGFP-CreERT2 Donati et al.177 N/A

Mouse: Ebf2-EGFP-CreERT2 Qian et al.178 N/A

Oligonucleotides

See Table S4 for all oligonucleotides used in this study.

Software and Algorithms

Custom scripts and computational analysis workflow Kasper Lab GitHub / Zenodo Github: https://github.com/kasperlab/Jacob_et_

al_2023_Developmental_Cell (release v1.0;

corresponds to Zenodo: https://doi.org/10.5281/

zenodo.8152645)

(Continued on next page)
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REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Cell Ranger 10X Genomics Github: https://github.com/10XGenomics/

cellranger (release v2.0.0)

Seurat Stuart et al.179 Github: https://github.com/satijalab/

seurat (release v3.1.1)

Velocyto La Manno et al.15 Github: https://github.com/velocyto-team/

velocyto.py (release v0.17.17)

scVelo Bergen et al.180 Github: https://github.com/theislab/

scvelo (release v0.2.1)

Scanpy Wolf et al.181 Github: https://github.com/theislab/scanpy

(release v1.6.0)

Bbknn Polánski et al.182 Github: https://github.com/Teichlab/bbknn

(release v1.3.9)

CellRank Lange et al.183 Github: https://github.com/theislab/cellrank

(release v1.1.0 for epidermal cells &

release v.1.5.1 for fibroblasts)

CellChat Jin et al.64 Github: https://github.com/sqjin/CellChat

(release v1.5.0)

Fiji Schindelin et al.184 https://fiji.sc
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and data should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact Maria Kasper

(maria.kasper@ki.se).

Materials availability
This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and code availability
Single-cell RNA-seq data have been deposited on ArrayExpress: E-MTAB-11920. The original code has been deposited on GitHub:

https://github.com/kasperlab; DOI for code release at publication on Zenodo: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.8152645, and input

files for the analysis pipelines and the annotated and analyzed sequencing data have been deposited on Zenodo: https://doi.org/

10.5281/zenodo.7805311. The raw microscopy data that support the findings of this study are available from the lead contact

upon reasonable request. Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the

lead contact upon request.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND STUDY PARTICIPANT DETAILS

Mouse work
The study was performed on wild-type C57BL/6J mouse embryos (mix of males and females – gender was only determined in retro-

spect from the sequencing data (Figure S1E)). Timed matings to obtain embryos of specific embryonic ages were set up in the eve-

nings and the next morning was defined as E0.5. Pregnancy after timed matings was determined by comparing weight difference

between the start of the mating and 10 days after. Pregnant moms were sacrificed by cervical dislocation when embryos reached

the embryonic age of 12.5, 13.5, or 14.5 days, respectively, and embryos were processed for cell isolation or paraffin-embedding.

Lineage-tracing experiments were performed by crossing previously described Gata6-EGFP-CreERT2,177 Ebf2-EGFP-

CreERT2178 and R26-tdTomato knock-in strains185 (hereafter Gata6-Tom or Ebf2-Tom). Gata6-Tom mice received i.p. injection of

2mg tamoxifen (in corn oil at a concentration of 20mg/ml) at embryonic day 13.5. Uninjected mice were used as leakiness control.

Tissues were sampled either 2 days after induction of lineage tracing (i.e., E15.5) or postnatally (postnatal day 5 and 35). Ebf2-Tom

mice were i.p. injectedwith 2mg tamoxifen (in corn oil at a concentration of 20mg/ml) at E14.5 and tissues were sampled either 2 days

after induction of lineage tracing or at E18.5.

FELASA recommendations for harmonized healthmonitoring were followed. Themicewere fed ad libitum and handled and housed

under standard conditions. All mouse work (except Gata6-lineage tracings) was performed in the animal facility of Karolinska Uni-

versity Hospital Huddinge in accordance with Swedish legislation and approved by the Linköping Animal Ethics Committee.

Gata6-lineage tracings were performed in the animal facility of theMolecular Biotechnology Center at the University of Turin in accor-

dance with Italian legislation and approved by the local Animal Ethics Committee and the Italian Ministry of Health.
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METHOD DETAILS

Replicates
Sequencing was performed on five embryos per embryonic time point. These five embryos originated from two litters and were

sampled on two different days. All 15 samples were processed and sequenced individually and can thus serve as true biological rep-

licates (Table S2).

Each individual staining was performed on skin samples from at least 3 different embryos per embryonic age.

Tissue embedding
Whole embryos and postnatal skin tissue were formaldehyde-fixed in 4% PFA for 24h at room temperature and subsequently pro-

cessed for FFPE sections (4mm thickness). When sectioning whole embryos, tissue sections were collected close to the dorsal

midline.

Fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH)
For independent validation and mapping of cell populations, single-molecule FISH was performed using the RNAscope Multiplex

Fluorescent Detection Kit v2 according tomanufacturer’s instructions using TSAwith Cy3, Cy5, and/or Fluorescein on FFPE sections

of the embryos. The used probes are listed in the Table S4. All sections were counterstained with either WGA-405 (1:50), WGA-488

(1:50), WGA-647 (1:50), DAPI (1:500), TO-PRO3 (1:1000) or combinations of those.

Immunofluorescence (IF)
Immunofluorescence was performed either alone or after completed RNAscope staining. Combined with RNAscope, sections were

washed in TBST once and then blocked and stained as in regular IF staining. For IF without RNAscope, antigen retrieval was per-

formed using DIVA Decloaker. The following antibody concentrations were used: ACTC1 (1:500), CD45 (1:200), KRT5 (1:50),

GATA6 (1:25), PPARG (1:100), PLP1 (1:1000), and RFP (endogenous tdTomato is lost during FFPE processing, 1:200). All sections

were counterstained with either WGA-405nm (1:50), WGA-488nm (1:50), WGA-647nm (1:50), DAPI (1:500), TO-PRO3 (1:1000) or

combinations of those.

Imaging and image analysis
Images were acquired on a Nikon microscope equipped with a Crest V3 (CrestOptics, Italy) spinning disk and a 7-line Celesta laser

box (Lumencor, USA) as tiled images (5%–15% overlap) and stitched by NIS Elements software. Subsequently, all images were pro-

cessed in a uniform way (maximum intensity projection, background removal with the ‘‘subtract background’’ plug-in, brightness

adjustment, pseudo-colouring) using Fiji.184

Cell isolation
Dorsal skin of embryos (Figure S1B) was dissected with the help of fine dissection tools and dissected skins were incubated in Dis-

pase II (2mg/ml), Collagenase IA (0.2%), and DNAse I (20U/ul) in PBS for 40 minutes at 37�C in ultra-low attachment plates (Corning

Costar) on an orbital shaker. The obtained cell suspension was passed through a 40 mm cell strainer. The flow-through was spun

down, and subsequently resuspended in PBS + 0.04% BSA. Samples were transported to sequencing core facility in PBS +

0.04%BSA in Eppendorf tubes that had been coated with PBS + 20%BSA overnight. Viability of the cell suspension was determined

using trypan blue on an EVE automatic cell counter.

Of note, when peeling off dorsal skin tissue there were no means to technically prevent co-isolation of cells from the tissue layers

underlying skin (cells from the deeper muscle layers, interstitial cells, and/or chondrocytes). Biologically, sampling the entire embry-

onic outer layer (skin and underlying tissue) was important as those embryonic timepoints are/were ill-defined in terms of what can be

considered skin tissue.

Library preparation, sequencing and processing of sequencing data
Single-cell cDNA libraries were prepared using the 10X Genomics Chromium Single Cell 3’ kit v2 according to the manufacturer’s

instruction. Libraries were sequenced on the HiSeq2500 system (Illumina). Raw sequencing data was processed using the 10X Ge-

nomics Cell Ranger package and the mm10 reference genome.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Data analysis
Analysis workflow

All downstream data analysis was performed using amix of custom scripts and published analysis packages as described below and

in Figure S1F, utilizing a mix of R packages (most importantly Seurat) as well as Python packages (most importantly Scanpy and

scVelo).179–181

Major decisions on analytical approaches will be presented below, while we refer to the pipelines that are deposited on GitHub:

https://github.com/kasperlab for any questions regarding details such as chosen parameters.
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Quality control and pre-processing

Cell-filtering was performed by sample andwas based on the following criteria: (a) remove cells with <200 genes/cell, (b) remove cells

with low diversity index, i.e. Shannon and inverse Simpson index (this removes red blood cells, that are naturally expressing only a

small variety of genes), and (c) remove cells that are simultaneously in the lowest 0.05% quantile for genes/cell (nFeature) and for

reads/cell (nUMI) and that have a contribution of mitochondrial genes of <1% or >10%. By using these combinatorial criteria, it

was ensured that cells would not be excluded just because they have e.g. a lower respiratory rate (i.e., lowmitochondrial percentage

only).

Subsequently, all 15 samples were combined into one full dataset and filtered once more on genes being expressed in at least 5

cells. Ribosomal genes (Rps and Rpl gene families), haemoglobin genes (Hba and Hbb gene families), as well as mitochondrial genes

(mt gene family) were removed, as they interfered with the identification of meaningful marker genes. Log-normalization was per-

formed using Seurat’s NormalizeData function.

Determining sex of embryos

As it was very challenging to determine the sex of the embryos during sampling (due to early developmental stage and the need to

process samples quickly for sequencing), litter mates were randomly chosen for sequencing and their sex was determined in

retrospect from the scRNA-seq data based on the percentage of reads coming from the X chromosome and the Y chromosome

(Figure S1E). This data revealed the gender identity for each of the embryos (3 females/2 males for E12.5; 1 female/4 males for

E13.5; 1 female/4 males for E14.5).

Removal of cell doublets and low-quality cells

During analysis, two small groups of doublets (keratinocyte-fibroblast doublets that clustered with keratinocytes and pericyte-fibro-

blast doublets that clusteredwith fibroblasts) were encountered aswell as some low-quality keratinocytes that survived global quality

control (low nFeature, low nUMI, low perc.mito). Those cells were removed, and analysis was re-run without them.

Furthermore, one cluster was identified during first-level clustering which very likely corresponds to neuronal cells (sensory neu-

rons defined by e.g. Neurod1 and Pou4f1 as well as sympathetic neurons defined by e.g. Stmn2 and Nefm). While the signature was

rather clean, the cell population originated only from a single E13.5 embryo and thus was not reproducible andmost likely the result of

some tissue sampling issue. Hence, the cluster was removed. Please refer to the results section, for a discussion of why neuronal

transcriptomes would not be expected in this dataset.

Removing effect of confounding factors

To counteract a slight batch effect (i.e., slightly differing characteristics such as higher percentage of histone reads and pseudogene

reads) linked to one of the sampling days, linear regression was performed using Seurat’s ScaleData function – a rather mild measure

for data integration. Regression was performed for sampling date, as well as gender, percentage of mitochondrial genes, total read

counts, and cell cycle scores (S.Score and G2M.Score) as those could also potentially influence dimensionality reduction and

clustering while not representing the biological variables of interest.

Prediction of cell cycle stage

Cell cycle stage was predicted using Seurat’s CellCycleScoring function.

Generation of loom files

To allow for running RNA velocity analysis on spliced and unspliced mRNAs, we generated loom files using Velocyto’s run10x

function with default parameters and using the mm10 reference genome.

Feature selection

Feature selection was performed using the mean-dropout-method originally suggested by Andrews and Hemberg186 in our own im-

plementation. The 3000 genes with the highest dropout rate given their mean expression level (across non-zero counts) were chosen

to be included in further analysis.

Feature selection was performed separately for the full dataset, fibroblasts, or keratinocytes, respectively, to allow for the detection

of more subtle differences within fibroblasts and keratinocytes, respectively, that were hidden in the full dataset where distinct sig-

natures of major cell types dominate the highly variable genes.

Clustering, spatial embedding, and trajectory analysis

Clustering, spatial embedding and trajectory analysis were separately adjusted for each of the three analysed groups (full dataset,

fibroblasts, and keratinocytes) as they possessed very dissimilar features. The full dataset contained very distinct cell types, while

fibroblasts and keratinocytes constituted a much more homogenous cell population with more gradual expression changes. Also,

the biological questions that were of interest differed strongly, so different aspects had to be emphasized and analysis was adjusted

accordingly.

Full dataset. Dimensionality reduction was performed in Seurat using PCA with the most highly variable genes as input after initial

scaling with Seurat’s NormalizeData function (a scaling factor of 10 000 was chosen as this roughly reflects the median reads/cell

among the filtered cells). Subsequently, hierarchical clustering (hclust function) was performed based on PCA-reduced data. While

this clustering worked well without any further need for data integration, the downstream dimensionality reduction (UMAP) still

showed signs of sampling date-derived batch effects. Thus, a batch-corrected neighbourhood graph from BBKNN182 was used

to prevent batch-derived separation in UMAP space. To this aim, the regressed dataset was transferred to Python, principal com-

ponents were recalculated, BBKNN was run, and dimensionality reduction was performed using Scanpy’s UMAP function, which

was then used to display the results of the hierarchical clustering (Figure 1B).
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Fibroblasts. Fibroblast batch correction was similarly done in Scanpy using BBKNN for UMAP representation. Next, cell clustering

was performed using the Leiden algorithm,187 revealing the fibroblast subpopulations for subsequent analysis (Figure S2A). As the

dermal condensate (DC) is a structure of great importance to skin development, we decided to further subcluster the DC into FIB

EarlyDC and FIB LateDC using the Leiden algorithm.

Next, we imported spliced and unspliced mRNA information (from loom files) for RNA-velocity analysis using scVelo’s velocity

function in the stochastic mode on the highly variable genes. The predicted dynamics were then plotted on top of the pre-computed

UMAP (Figure S2B).

To further analyse cellular dynamics towards the endpoints, we used CellRank (v1.5.1) pseudotime kernel. As input to the model,

we calculated velocity pseudotime with identified root cells in the FIB origin populations and end cells as extreme points based on

diffusion maps. Finally, we calculated absorption probabilities for each cell to become any of the identified end points.

Keratinocytes. Dimensionality reduction was performed in Seurat using PCAwith themost highly variable genes as input after initial

scaling. Subsequently, hierarchical clustering (hclust function) was performed based on UMAP-reduced data. The regressed kera-

tinocyte dataset was then transferred to Python and combined with the loom-file-derived information on spliced and un-

spliced mRNAs.

To better understand epidermal stratification, a subset of E14.5 cells was studied, as E14.5 is the first embryonic age to capture the

full differentiation trajectory. Cells from the EPI Basal1, EPI Basal2, EPI Basal3, EPI Basal4, EPI EarlyDiff, and EPI LateDiff clusters

were included in the analysis. Cells related to placode, periderm, or the EPI BasalTagln cluster were excluded as they could poten-

tially interfere with the differentiation trajectory. The subset was processed as described before (PCA, BBKNN, UMAP) and velocity

analysis was performed, which revealed striking dominance of the cell cycle in RNA-velocity predictions (Figure S7D). Thus, cell cycle

effects were regressed out in spliced and unspliced mRNA using Scanpy’s regress_out function, which resulted in a striking velocity

pattern reflecting epidermal stratification (Figure S7D). Finally, CellRank in combination with diffusion maps and RNA-velocity based

pseudotimes was used to find macrostates and generate a refined pseudotime, to calculate lineage drivers, and to fit a GAMmodel

for gene expression analysis.183 The top 200 pseudotime-dependent genes were obtained and the 40 genes among them with the

earliest peak in pseudotime were displayed (Figure 7K).

Using a similar approach, the differentiation trajectory within the EPI Periderm cluster was analysed. Periderm cells from E14.5

were identified as a terminal state and a periderm maturation trajectory could be modelled. The top 200 pseudotime-dependent

genes were obtained and the 13 genes among them with the latest peak in pseudotime were displayed (Figure S7A).

Test for differential expression of genes in cell populations

Marker genes overexpressed in certain cell populations were determined using the Wilcoxon rank sum test in the Seurat implemen-

tation. Marker genes were required to be detected in at least 20% of cells in the respective population and to have a (natural) log fold

change R 0.25 compared to all other cells. Correction for multiple testing was performed using the Bonferroni method and the

threshold for the FDR (false discovery rate) adjusted p-value was set to 0.05 (Table S1).

Receptor-ligand interactions

Receptor-ligand pairing was based on the approach presented by Joost et al.70 and CellChat, respectively. In brief, for the Joost et al.

approach receptors and ligands contained in the marker gene list were considered for potential receptor-ligand pairs. For each

cluster pair, receptor-ligand interactions were identified by querying a receptor-ligand database. In contrast to Joost et al.70 the

curated receptor-ligand databases from Ramilowski et al.188 and Cabello-Aguilar et al.189 were combined to obtain an even more

complete set of potential interactions. Both databases are based on human data, but we assume that themajority of registered inter-

action pairs are also valid for homologous genes/proteins in mice. The code was furthermore optimized for run-time and parallel

computing.

To test for the enrichment of receptor-ligand pairs between two populations, the observed number of receptor-ligand pairs was

compared to the number of pairs obtained from an equally sized randomly sampled pool of receptors and ligands. For each cluster

pair, this simulation was repeated 10 000 times and significantly enriched interactions (p% 0.05 for Benjamini-Hochberg-corrected

p-values) were combined into Table S3. Each ligand and receptor in this table was manually annotated with reported functions and

each pair was manually scored for likely involvement in the development of vessels, nerves and the immune system (Figure S5;

Table S3).

Receptor-ligand interactions were identified within and between major cell populations, fibroblast subpopulations, and epidermal

subpopulations (any possible combination of them with any possible signalling directionality).

As an alternative approach, CellChat was used to identify communication patterns within and between cell groups. Using

CellChat’s identifyOverExpressedGenes, identifyOverExpressedInteractions, computeCommunProb, computeCommunProbPath-

way and aggregateNet functions, a cell-cell communication network was inferred for cell populations present at early (E12.5) or

late (E13.5 and E14.5) time points, respectively. Separate analyses were run for signaling between muscle cells and muscle-asso-

ciated fibroblast populations (in late populations; Figure 5D), signaling from all cell types to vessel, immune, or neural crest-derived

cells respectively (in late populations; Figures 6D), and signaling between epidermal and fibroblast populations (in early populations;

Figures S6F–S6J). Circle plots were generated using CellChat’s netVisual_aggregate or netVisual_circle function, while the netAna-

lysis_dot function was used to generate the dotplots of incoming and outgoing communication patterns (all detected pathways were

included).
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